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CORRIGENDA

Contents For p. 177 read p. 117.

p. 1 Third line from bottom, for "dealth" read "dealt".
p. 14 Last line of caption to figure, for "M1-M3" read "M1-M3".
p. 33 Third line from bottom, for "read" read "red".
p. 37 Thirteen lines from bottom, for "rises" read "rise".
p. 40 Six lines from top, for "M776" read "M766".
p. 42 Caption to figure, for "lateral" read "lateral".
p. 45 First line of table, for "Eearly" read "Early".
p. 46 First line, for "uppers" read "upper"; second last line, for "occurrence" read "occurrence".
p. 49 Five lines from bottom, for "elments" read "elements".
p. 53 Reference Arambourg, for "nouvelle" read "nouvelles" and "Abyssine" read "Abyssinie".
p. 54 For "Dart, A. R. 1948e" read "Dart, R. A. 1948e"; for "Dart, R. A. 1946b" read "Dart, R. A. 1949b".